
Glossary of contextualized terms for, It’s All a Bunch of He Said, She Snorted. 
 
This glossary is to help learners of English as a second language with words and 
expressions discovered in the 2nd Book. The definitions that are seen here are specific 
to the use in the book and not meant to be seen as exhaustive. 
 
SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING LUKE: Luke is a Yorkshire terrier. His character in the 
comic strip is trying to pay homage to the Yorkshire accent thus his captions were 
written, in many cases, phonetically and not with correct spelling.  I researched the 
dialect, as much as I could, but still recognize that my phonetic writing can be disputed 
since the Yorkshire accent varies within its large region. In the glossary l have indicated 
words that are written phonetically with {ph*}. 
 
Ex:  
Comic strip # 24 
 
BAIRN: (noun) baby. 
AH’M: (verb, {ph*}) I’m  
‘APPY: (adjective, ph*}) happy 
 
Note the difference.  Bairn is a Yorkshire term for baby and is spelt correctly. 
Ah’m is a phonetic spelling for I’m. 
 
 It’s worth noting that at first reading,  many of my private students did struggle with 
understanding Luke’s sentences, but when they read the lines audibly, they entered 
into the spirit of the comic strip character greater ease and understanding.  
 
Let me begin the glossary with the expression in the title.  
A bunch of he said, she said: is a way to refer to a conversation, debate, argument or 
discussion between the two genders of which the content of the discourse is not worth 
referencing; the actual words spoken are not significant, hence we say, He said, she 
said, without actual refers to the quotes. 
 
Ex:  Bill asked Henry, “What are Sally and Jim talking about?” Henry responded, “I don’t know, 
it’s all just a bunch of he said, she said.” 
 
The title of the book is, It’s All a Bunch of He Said, She Snorted, because Frodo 
speaks, and Wendy?... well she doesn’t. 
 
I’ve indicated the pages in the book that have difficult words and expressions.  Click on 
the corresponding page to find the definition you need 
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Foreword 
 
COME ACROSS: (phrasal verb)  If an idea or emotion comes across in writing, film, 
music, or when someone is speaking, it is expressed clearly and people notice it: 
ex: What comes across in his later poetry is a great sense of sadness. 
 
TO SPOTLIGHT {SOMETHING/SOMEONE}: (verb) to highlight or give focus on 
something. 
TO REACH OUT: (phrasal verb) to contact to help or to ask for help. 
WHOLEHEARTEDLY: (adverb) showing sincerity and commitment 
CONVEY: (verb) to communicate a message 
01 
THEME: (noun) a setting or ambience to a venue or activity. 
02 
TIDBIT:  (noun) a particularly interesting piece of information 
RAIN ON SOMEONE’S PARADE: (idiom) To ruin/spoil someone’s good mood 
TALK TO THE HAND:  (idiom) An informal youth culture expression to say, I don’t want 
to talk to you.   
BUTT: (noun) slang for bum/buttocks 
03 
TRICK OR TREAT: (noun/verb) the Halloween activity when children dress up in 
costumes and go to people’s homes to collect candy. 
FRONT PORCH: (noun) front entrance to a house 
04 
WORRYWART: (noun) someone who constantly worries 
05 
GOFER: (noun) a person who runs errands usually in an office 
FETCH: to retrieve something. The action of going to get something and bringing it 
back 
06 
JEALOUS: (adjective) the felling or showing envy of someone’s advantage or good 
fortune. 
07 
LUGGAGE: (uncountable noun) Travel baggage(s) 
08 
GOT TO HAND IT TO {SOMEONE}: (idiom)To applaud/congratulate someone for an 
achievement. 
11 
WRESTLE: (verb), to grapple each other in a fight to throw the other to the ground. 
Play fight in the context of the strip. 
DIG: (verb): to excavate.  
12 
NAUGHTY: (adjective): misbehaved, bad, disobedient 
13 
FORENSIC (adjective): scientific method of crime solving. 
TO DROP {AN ACTIVITY}: (verb) to stop the continuation of an activity. 
Ex: Bill was poking fun at Margie’s new hairstyle when Fred told him to drop 
the subject because it was clearly making her sad. 
TO BE BUSTED (verb [passive voice]) to be discovered/arrested for a crime. 



14 
LULLABYE: (noun) a gentle children’s song to help sleep. 
COPE WITH: (verb) to manage/deal with a difficult situation 
HARSH: (adjective) unpleasant, severe 
24/7 {twenty-four-seven} (expression) means non-stop, 24 hours, seven days a week.  
UNKEMPT: (adjective) messy, untidy, under cared for. 
BREED: (noun) a stock of animals or plants within a species having a distinctive 
appearance and typically having been developed by deliberate selection. (pt: raça) 
WARILY: (adverb) cautiously, untrustingly 
PACE: (verb) walk at a steady and consistent speed, especially back and forth and as 
an expression of one's anxiety or annoyance. 
FRANTICALLY: (adverb) desperately, fearfully, anxiously, wildly 
MARE: (noun) female horse 
CEASE: (verb) to stop doing something. 
THUD: (verb) fall to the ground with a heavy sound, such as that made by an object. 
Ex: Bill let go of the bowling ball by accident and it thudded to the ground. 
SIGH: (noun) a long, deep, audible exhalation expressing sadness, relief, tiredness, or 
a similar feeling. 
Ex: Bill gave a sigh of relief when he heard the good news from the doctor. 
KNOW NEXT TO NOTHING: (idiom) to know extremely little about something, almost 
nothing. 
LEAP: (verb) forceful jump 
COO: (noun/verb) soft murmuring sound of a baby. 
EASE: (verb) to move away from something difficult or severe into something better. 
DEPICT: (verb) show, reveal, portray through art forms. 
15 
CRUMB: (noun) a small fragment of bread, cracker or cake. 
SLOB: (noun) a person who is a messy eater. 
16 
RISK: (noun) a situation involving exposure to danger 
ASSESSMENT: (noun) evaluation, appraisal 
SPICY (adjective) hot, peppery, zesty 
17 
HAVEN’T GOT A CLUE: (idiom), to be without any indication of knowledge or 
understanding about something. 
18 
WISH: (noun/verb) a desire or hope for something to happen. 
19 
PROPOSAL: (noun) a plan or suggestion, especially a formal or written one, put 
forward for consideration or discussion by others. 
HERD: (verb) to look after and guide, typically, farm animals (sheep & goats, pigs, etc) 
20 
PULITZER PRIZE: (noun) an award for an achievement in American journalism, 
literature, or music. There are thirteen made each year. 
PROFILIC WORDSMITH: (noun) the aspiration of a serious author would want to be 
considered this.  Prolific means to be an author with many written works. Wordsmith is 
a skilled user of words. 
 
 
 
 



22 
ARBITRATOR: (noun) an independent person or body officially appointed to settle a 
dispute, a judge, referee. 
LEND: (verb) permit (someone) the use of (something) on the understanding that it 
shall be returned. 
23 
CHIME IN: (phrasal verb) interject a remark. 
Ex: “Okay everyone, I think we should have another meeting tomorrow.” suggested Bill. 
“I think that’s a great idea.” Sally chimed in. 

24 
BONNY: (adjective) beautiful, pretty, cute 
WEE: (adjective) little, small 
BAIRN: (noun) baby 
AH’M: (verb contraction, {ph*}) I’m (I am) 
‘APPY: (adjective, {ph*}) happy 
THO : (conjunction, {ph*}) though, although 
‘APPENS: (adverb, {ph*}) happens, expression for perhaps, maybe. 
FOLKS (noun) parents, when used with a possessive pronoun ‘my folks’ ‘your folks’. 
[Luke uses the object pronoun ‘me’ instead of the possessive pronoun, ‘my’. ‘me folks’] 
GIZ: (verb, {ph*}) give 
TAE: (preposition, {ph*})  to.     [NOTE: I started using this phonetic spelling for ‘to’ less 
frequently, because it was becoming confusing..] 

26 
CLICKER: (noun) a handheld device that creates a click sound used for training dogs. 
RUB: (verb) to pet, stroke,  caress an area of the body.  
BELLY: (noun) stomach, tummy. (pt. barriga) 
27 
EEH BY GUM: (Yorkshire expression) Oh my God 
‘AS: (verb, {ph*}) has 
BIN: (verb, {ph*}) been 
THROO : (preposition, {ph*}) through 
NEETS:  (noun, {ph*}) nights 
FOR’NIIT: (noun, {ph*}) Fortnight (2 weeks) 
NOD: (verb) to motion one’s head in an agreeable gesture. 
AYE: (exclamation) yes. (Like a crewman saying to his captain, aye, aye captain) 
GAWP: (verb) to stare, to fix one’s gaze. 
28 
BUSINESS: (noun) Frodo doing his business, refers the necessity to defecate. 
29 
PUCK: (noun) a hard rubber disk used in the game of ice hockey. 
PUT (HIM) DOWN: (phrasal verb)  To bring an animal to a peaceful eternal rest. 
OLD YELLER: (name) reference to a classic dog movie. 
RABID: (adjective) infected with rabies. 
30 
FLOAT (verb): to stay buoyant, stay at the top of the water surface 
33 
HOCUS POCUS: (expression) words we say for fun in a magic trick 
SORCERY: (noun) magic, wizardry 
 
 



34 
HOOT: (noun) an amusing, fun person 
FER: (preposition, {ph*}) for 
NESSY: (nickname) the infamous Loch Ness Monster 
36 
CONE: (noun) an apparatus that is placed around animals head after surgery. 
OPEN UP THAT CAN OF WORMS: (idiom) talk about a complicated matter that can 
cause discomfort 
38 
LASS: (noun) girl, woman 
SHEER: (adjective) pure, nothing other than, complete, perfect 
POETRY IN MOTION: (idiom) to move gracefully and with beautiful form. 
39 
THE GRAVITY OF THE SITUATION: (idiom) the seriousness of the situation 
BREED: (verb) animals producing offspring (babies) 
40 
ACE UP someone’s SLEEVE: (idiom): If someone has an ace up the sleeve, they have 
something that gives them the advantage or leverage. 
DESPITE: (preposition) without being affected by something/someone 
POKE: (verb) prod, stick, jab 
NEEDLE: a pointy instrument used in hospitals to take blood. (pt: agulha) 
LURE (verb): to tempt a person or an animal to do something or go somewhere by 
using a reward. 
43 
DITTY: (noun) a short simple song 
PUP: (noun) a baby dog 
‘AD:  (verb {ph*}) had (past simple of ‘have’) 
WI’: (preposition {ph*}) with 
SUP: (verb) to dine, have supper with someone (eat with others, eat in community) 
FAIR: (adjective) light tone of skin or hair. Blonds have fair hair. 
COIT: (noun {ph*}) coat. We can refer to the hair/fur of an animal as the coat. 
REET: (adverb {ph#}) right. Words like, right, night, light, bright; sound like, reet, neet, leet, 
breet, in a Yorkshire accent. and often the word ‘really’ as an adverb is replaced with ‘right’ 
 ex: Really big is right big, and sounds like, reet big 
NIVER: (adverb {ph*}) never 
MUSE: (noun) a woman or a force personified as a woman, who is the source of 
inspiration for a creative artist. 
44 
STAND UP [COMEDY] (noun) The art of being on a stage and telling jokes, sharing 
funny stories and observational humor. 
46 
GET INTO SHAPE: Achieve a healthier physical appearance and internal health by 
eating right and primarily doing exercise. 
47 
RELIEVE ONE’S SELF: (verb) to urinate 
48 
HAVE A GANDER: (idiom) to have a quick look or quick reading of something. 
 
 
 



50 
SUCK IT UP: (phrasal verb)  This has a double meaning in the comic strip.  Suck 
something up is the action of a vacuum. Suck it up can also mean to manage an 
unpleasant situation with maturity; accept a hardship without complaint. 
Ex: I can’t believe the boss is making me work this weekend. Oh well, I can sit here and 
complain about it or suck it up and do my best. 
CREEPY: (adjective) a descriptive word for something that causes an unpleasant or 
fearful feeling. 
51 
TALE: (noun) a story 
TAIL: (NOUN) the long end of an animal, like a dog, cat, horse, lion, etc. (pt rabo)  
note: the words tale and tail sound the same. 
SWAY: (verb) the gentle movement of something side to side repeated. 
KOOKY: (adjective) strangely amusing and eccentric. 
DRAW NIGH: (verb) to move closer to something. 
WREAK HAVOC: (idiom) to cause a lot of damage or trouble 
52 
BURY: (verb) to put someone or something underground. 
HOLD YOUR HORSES: (idiom) wait a minute, hold on, be patient. Don’t go any further. 
57 
CHEW: (verb) to break down food in your mouth with your teeth for ingestion. (pt 
mastigar) 
GALLOP: (verb) to walk like a horse. 
SMITTEN: (adjective) to be in love (in the context of the comic strip) 
RAPPORT: (noun) a close relationship 
58 
CHOOSE YOUR BATTLES: (idiom) decide what is important in life and don’t concern 
yourself with the rest. 
62 
HASN’T A CARE IN THE WORLD: (idiom) to worry about nothing. 
PAW: (noun) a dog’s foot 
RUN THE TAP: (idiom) to turn the water faucet on and let the water flow. 
63 
TOTALITARIAN: (adjective) a descriptive word for a dictatorship and governmental 
system that requires complete subservience.  
STICK IT TO THE MAN: (idiom) to defy and resist the ruling authority. 
65 
DOOR STOPPER: (noun) a tool to prevent a door from shutting forcefully by the wind. 
PUNCH OUT: (phrasal verb) to officially leave the work place for the day. 
67 
VICARIOUSLY: (adverb) to live through someone else’s experience.  
Ex: I should really stop living vicariously through television shows and get out more. 

69 
STINK: (verb) to smell bad 
72 
CONCUR: (verb) to agree 
73:  
ABOOV: (preposition {ph*}) above 
 


